The study offers an original solution to one of the problems of hydrodynamics, namely revealing the regularities in the flow regime of fluid in a pipeline depending on the hydrodynamic parameters. The solution is based on using the intelligent system of the regularities revealing and decision-making. For the first time, a matrix model of data and knowledge representation (MM) is used for these purposes in the form of two matrices: descriptions of the fluid state in the space of characteristic features of hydrodynamics (pressure, velocity, temperature, and others); its rows are associated with various combinations of characteristic features values, and distinguishing of the diagnostic type, whose rows are associated with the corresponding rows of the description matrix, and its columns are associated with the two classifying features. The first classifying features takes four values corresponding to four fluid flow regimes, and the second classifying features takes three values only for the turbulent flow regime value from the first classifying features.
Introduction
Development of computer systems for current and precise determination of the fluid flow regime in a pipeline [1] is an extremely urgent issue in exploiting pipelines [2] [3] . If a flow regime is determined inaccurately, it may interfere with or stop production, lead to breakdowns or other undesirable consequences. Such consequences may result in considerable expenses of finance and time. However, studies of the existing methods for calculating the fluid flow regime in a pipeline [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have shown that these methods do not fully include all the parameters (features), which affect the fluid flow in a pipeline. This issue is of great importance to control fluidic flow inside oil pipes [8] because transportation of hydrocarbons is very dangerous process that requires continuous monitoring.
It is well known fact that every flow regime can be described with a set of parameters (features) determining the behavior of the fluidic flow. The exact type of the fluid flow depends on a number of features, such as velocity, viscosity, density, pressure, and more.
Taking into consideration all these factors, especially a large number of parameters influencing the type of fluidic flow in pipeline, it becomes clear that modern computer systems should be used to study regularities between these hydraulic parameters and support diagnostic decisions on the fluidic flow regimes. For these purposes, it is obviously rational to create intelligent systems (IS) for diagnostics of the fluid flow regimes in a pipeline (IS DFFRP) to determine various regularities, and also decision-making and their justification for such diagnostics.
Unlike the modeling methods described in the papers [10] [11] , proposed IS DFFRP is being developed specifically for oil transportation pipelines.
The Intelligent Systems Laboratory of Tomsk State University of Architecture and Building (TSUAB) under A.E. Yankovskaya's supervision has achieved significant results in the field. The researchers have developed 3 original intelligent instrumental software (IIS) for constructing applied intelligent systems. More than 30 applied intelligent systems are based on them. These systems are intended for different areas, such as geology, geoecology, medicine, ecology, electronics, psychology and other, more than 30 applications overall [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . These IIS and applied intelligent systems are based on test methods of pattern recognition intended for various regularities revealing and decision-making, and also for making and justification decisions using cognitive tools. Thus, it is logical to apply the developed IIS to create an IS DFFRP.
The next section describes the matrix model to represent data and knowledge of hydraulics, their structuring, fragment of the description and distinguishing matrices as well as directions of the future research.
Matrix model of data and knowledge representation. Regularities
The IS DFFRP currently being developed is based on the matrix model of data and knowledge representation [25] . The matrix model includes an integer matrix of descriptions Q and matrix of distinguishing R [25] . They represent a learning sample with objects belonging to the known (determined by experts) patterns. rd International conference "Information Technology and Nanotechnology 2017" 55
The rows of the Q matrix are corresponded with the s i learning objects
, where N is the quantity of objects), columns are corresponded with the z j characteristic features (
, where M is the quantity of features, which together represent the description of each object). The element q i,j of the Q matrix sets the value of the j th feature for the i th object. The data and knowledge base is formed on the base of the matrix model of data and knowledge representation [25] , which includes the description integer matrix (Q) setting descriptions of objects in the space of k-valued z 1 ,…, z m characteristic features, and the distinguishing integer matrix (R), which sets the partition of objects into equivalence classes according to each mechanisms of the classification. If the value of a feature is not essential for the object, it is marked with a dash ("-") in the respective element of the Q matrix. For each z j (j {1,2,…, m}) feature, either an interval of its value change, or an integer value is set.
Rows of the R matrix are associated with the rows of the Q matrix, columns are associated with the k j classification features (
, where L is the quantity of classification mechanisms partitioning learning objects into equivalence classes). An r i,j element of the R matrix sets belonging of an i th object to a certain class (by designation its number) based on the j th classification mechanism.
Objects with same combination of the classification features k j , corresponding to a certain final solution, belong to the same pattern. This means that a number of patterns are equal to a number of non-repeating rows of the matrix R and equal as well to the subset of the rows from the matrix Q assigned to the same rows from the matrix R. These mutually assigned rows describe patterns.
It should be noted that proposed model allows us to represent not only data but also experts' knowledge, because one row of the matrix Q describes subset of the similar objects in the form of an interval (using a dash "-"). All these objects have the same final solution set by the corresponding row from the matrix R.
Let us consider that the objects from the learning sample do not contain of measuring and entry errors. Otherwise it is necessary to reveal data and knowledge inconsistencies using a special subsystem realized in IS DFFPR. Figure 1 shows an example of matrix representation of data and knowledge. One of the important means of the data and knowledge analysis [25] are diagnostic tests, i.e. tests distinguishing objects from different patterns [25] constructed during of the regularities revealing in the data and knowledge base, which are represented by the Q, R matrices. These tests are used for decision-making in the IS based on the methods of test pattern recognition.
Regularities are subsets of features with particular, easy-to-interpret properties that affect the distinguishing ability of objects from different patterns that are stably observed for objects from the learning sample and are exhibited in other objects of the same nature and weight coefficients of features that characterize their individual contribution [25] to the distinguish ability of objects and the information weight given, unlike, on the subset of tests used for a final decision-making.
These subsets include constant (taking the same value for all patterns), stable (constant inside a pattern, but nonconstant), non-informative (not distinguishing any pair of objects), alternative (in the sense of their inclusion in DT), dependant (in the sense of the inclusion of subsets of distinguishable pairs of objects), unessential (not included in any irredundant DT), obligatory (included in all irredundant DT), and pseudo-obligatory (which are not obligatory, but included in all IUDT involved in decision-making) features, as well as all minimal and all (or part, for a large feature space) irredundant distinguishing subsets of features that are essentially minimal and irredundant DTs, respectively. The weight coefficients of characteristic features are also included in regularities [25] , as well as the information weight of characteristic features.
Regularities of the fluid flow regime in a pipeline include the described regularities used for decision-making and their justification. The revealed regularities will allow a significant decrease the number of measurements to determine the fluid flow regime in a pipeline.
3. Data and knowledge structuring. An illustrative example of presenting data and knowledge on the fluid flow regimes in a pipeline
Data and knowledge structuring
According to the described matrix model of data and knowledge representation, for the purpose of to determine the fluid flow regime in a pipeline, data and knowledge in hydraulics were structured.
Since 1 -up to 0.5 inclusive; 2 -from 0.5 to 1; 3 -from 1 to 1.5; 4 -from 1.5 to 2; 5 -from 2 to 2.5; 6 -from 2.5 to 3; 7 -from 3 to 3.5 ; 8 -from 3.5 to 4; 9 -from 4 to 4.5; 10 -from 4.5 to 5; 11 -from 5 to 5.5; 12 -from 5.5 to 6; 13 -from 6 to 6.5; 14 -from 6.5 to 7; Viscosity (mPa•s) z2
1 -from 0.2 to 0.5; 2 -from 0.5 to 0.8; 3 -from 0.8 to 1; 4 -from 1 to 1.2; 5 -from 1.2 to 1,5; 6 -from 1,5 to 1.8; 7 -from 1.8 to 2 ; 8 -from 2 to 2.5; 9 -from 2.5 to 3; 10 -from 3 to 4; 11 -from 4 to 5; 12 -from 5 to 8; 13 -from 8 to 10; 14 -from 10 to 20; 15 -over 20; Table 2 contains the classification features and their values for the R matrix. Zones of turbulent fluid flow regime k2 1 -zone of hydraulically smooth pipes; 2 -zone of mixed friction; 3 -zone of square-law resistance. Figure 2 gives an illustrating example of data and knowledge representing on the fluid flow regimes in a pipeline. The illustrating example is a fragment of matrix description of data and knowledge in hydraulics.
An illustrating example of representing data and knowledge about the fluid flow regimes in a pipeline
The description matrix (Fig. 2) contains 9 columns associated with the mentioned above characteristic features, and 15 rows filled out by us.
The rows of the R matrix are associated with the rows of the Q matrix, the columns are associated with the aforementioned characteristic features k j (j {1,2}). The r i,j element of the distinguishing matrix sets the belonging of the i th object (fluid flow) to a class based on the j th classification mechanism (fluid flow regime) by way of indicated the class number. A row of the R matrix sets the fluid flow regime and the zone of the turbulent regime for the studied field of hydraulics.
As mentioned above, the set of all non-repeating rows of the R matrix is associated with the set of selected patterns represented by the single-column R' matrix, whose elements are numbers of the patterns. This model does not permit intersecting objects from different patterns. Presence of such intersections is revealed via analysis using IS DFFRP.
Taking into consideration that with the limits of the paper do not allow us to fully present the matrix description of data and knowledge, Fig. 2 contains only a fragment of matrix data and knowledge representation on fluid flow regimes in a pipeline (Q, R, and R' matrices). The aforementioned fragment, which represents partial (only a part of characteristic feature space and its rd International conference "Information Technology and Nanotechnology 2017" 57 5  6  3  4  1  4  2  2  2   5  6  3  4  1  4  1  4  2   1  1  3  6  1  2  1  12  2   1  1  3  8  1  2  1  13  1   1  1  3  7  1  2  1  11  1   1  1  1  5  1  2  15 values are used to determine the fluid flow regime) description of knowledge represented in the Q matrix containing 9 columns and 15 rows, while the R matrix -2 columns. The fragment of the description and distinguishing matrices includes only 3 types of fluid flow regimes in the pipeline: laminar, transient, turbulent, and 3 aforementioned zones only for the turbulent regime.
The complete description and distinguishing matrices will be represented in the data and knowledge base of the IS DFFRP based on the fluid flow regimes in the pipeline, and the IS DFFRP is destined for prompt determination of various combinations of fluid flow regimes with the zones of the turbulent regime: 1) ideal flow regime; 2) laminar flow regime; 3) transient fluid flow regime; 4) turbulent flow regime, zone of hydraulically smooth pipes; 5) turbulent flow regime, zone of mixed friction; 6) turbulent flow regime, zone of square-law resistance. These 6 regimes are represented in the R' matrix.
Conclusion
Based on the performed analysis of modern-day state of research in determination of fluid flow regimes in a pipeline, for the first time it is proposed to create an intelligent system for diagnostics of the fluid flow regime in a pipeline designed to determine various regularities in parameters of hydrodynamics, which affect the fluid flow regimes, and also for decisionmaking and its justification on diagnostics of the fluid flow regime in a pipeline.
We also showed advisability of applying the matrix model for data and knowledge representation in the intelligent system for diagnostics of the fluid flow regime in a pipeline. The system is developed by us. For the first time, in accordance with the suggested model of representing data and knowledge, the feature space was formed; data and knowledge in the studied field were structured; characteristic and classification features were determined; real values of features were recoded into integer ones; the illustrating example representing partial description of data and knowledge in a matrix form was given. Herewith, in order to determine the fluid flow regime, we used only a part of the characteristic feature space and its values.
The IS DFFRP, which is being developed, will enable prompt and cheaper determination of the fluid flow regime in a pipeline, based on the hydrodynamic parameters under study: ideal; laminar; transient; turbulent, and also the zones of the turbulent regime: hydraulically smooth pipes; mixed friction; square-law resistance. A company serving the pipeline will obtain the ability to operative reaction to any changes in a pipeline and take the appropriate measures of managing the flow and eliminating the possibility of breakdowns.
The IS DFFRP, which we are developing, may be applied on direct appointment at various types of enterprises, for scientific purposes, as well as to train specialists in hydrodynamics.
